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STRUCTURE AMD REPRESENTATION ON DATA ELEMENTS ON 

FACTUAL DATABASE SIST ACTIVITY IN JAPAN-

Abstract 
A factual database has a variety of foras and types of data 

structure that produces various kinds of records composed of a great 
пииЬег of data items, which differ from file lo file. Second, a factual 
database needs higher speciality in preparation on content analysis, and 
users wish to process download-ed data successively for analysis, 
diagonosis, simulation, projecting, design, linguistic processing and so 
on. A Meaningful quantitative datum can be divided into some consistent 
sub-elements. In addition lo this fine structure of data elements, 
representation of data elements is also very important to intégrale 
factual data onto public files. In this paper не shall discuss problems 
and thoughts about the structure and representation of data elements 
contained in numerical information on a practical basis. The guidlinc 
discussed here is und>;r draft by sponsorship of the Government and is 
being implemented to build database of space experiments. The guideline 
involves expression, unification: notification and handling of data 
for numerical information in machine readable form, such as numerical 
value, numerical formula, graphics, semi-quanti talive value, significant 
figures, ranged data, accuracy ami precision, conversion of unit, semi
quantitative values, error information and so on. 

1. Factual database 

1. 1 From bibliography lo facl 
The current society enjoys the success and usefulness of biblio

graphic database services and would like lo develop a non-bibliographic 
database for greater benefit toward information and knowledge. In other 
words, users have been dissatisfied with the contents of the existing 
database and wish to extend such advantages to a factual database. How
ever, there has always been the difficulty of finding a consistent tech
nique for proper description and systems. Experience gained on biblio
graphic database couki not be applied easily and diretly to build a 
factual database. There are many differences between these two types of 
databases. 

First of ail, a factual database has a variety of forms and types 
of data structure thai produces various kinds of records composed of a 
great number of data items, which differ from file to file. Such 
complexity will come ;o another type of record compared with established 
services. 

Second, a factual database needs higher speciality in preparation 
on content analysis than bibliographic database, which needs also 
knowledge of classification and indexing. To analyze data deeply in a 
disciplinary science, a database will become more narrow in scope, 
specialized in subject and multi-file in systems, 

Л factual database has a systematic arrangement within file. Data 
in bibliographic database also are classified for sorting and arranging 
but are entered drandomly at the lowest level. On the other hand, a 
factual database is constructed by well defined data to knowledge 
systems, which usually conform to academic or social disciplines. This 
peculiarity could be used for data searching in a file. 

After searching factual databases, users wish lo process download
ed data successively for analysis, diagonosis, simulation, projecting, 
desien, linguistic processing and so on. This is remarkably different 
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in use from a bibliographic database, which only displays retrieved 
records. Therefore factual database services may provide interfaces to 
application programme for secondary use. In this line, a packaee 
version of a factual database will have promising merits to allow 
individual processing on newly developed media by powerful personal 
computers. In short, structure of data systems, contents of information 
and requirements to database result in these differences and the reasons 
why factual database can build with other principles. 

In this paper we snail discuss problems and thoughts about the 
structure and representation of data-elements contained in numerical 
information on a practical basis. The main purpose of the study is to 
provide a guideline for the design of a factual database. 

1. 2 Needs to integrate Tactual databases 
Laboratories, organizations and universities have widely recogniz

ed the needs for factual databases and attempted to build them in 
various fields. However, those databases are designed and prepared 
independently that are not consitenl in form and representation of 
recorded data. One does not expect to use factual data commonly at 
integrated files. Furthermore, almost all of those are prepared and 
maintained by small organizations, in which their activities could face 
difficulty to safely continue with shortags of finance and skill. As a 
consequence, these valuable resources may not be fully used or remain 
idle in public. 

In order to disseminate these factual databases more actively, it 
is generaly acknowledged that there is need for political funding 
support and also a way to establish common specifications on technical 
aspect to integrate public files. If fundamental conditions could be 
fixed, many factual databases could become available on compatible 
network systems for users. For example, a specification for data 
assignment on record formal may encourage to integrate factual databases. 
Such situation stimulated us to draft a guideline, which specifies a 
method to identify, allocate and represent numerical data within a 
logical record. He have two major points in the draft, one is structure 
of data-clement, the other is representation of numerical data. 

2. Structure of data element 

2. 1 Numerical information 
A number of factual databases contain numerical information, which 

are from experiments, observations and calculations in scientific 
researches and developments. ISO suggests length, mass, time, electric 
current, thermodynamic temperature, luminous intensity and amount of 
substance as fundamental measures, and plane angle and solid angle as 
auxialiy measures. Furthermore, they suggests frequency, force, pressure 
and stress, energy, work and quantity of heal, power, electric charge, 
electric potential, electric motive force, capacitance, resistance, 
conductance, magnetic induction, inductance, luminous flux, illuminance, 
radioactivity, absorbed dose, dose equivalent. These attributes can be 

described in numerical data for computer processing. 
Properties of substances and nature of phenomena are observed and 

discussed by quantitative expression on such measures with accompanied 
information of conditions and environments under the data are acquired. 
Numerical expression makes information and knowledge sure to communicate 
amonf, communities, 

2. 2 Structure of data elements 
Л data element is a piece of information and is separately identi-
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fied, independently accessed and manipulated in computer programs. The 
discassions about data structure have been concentrated to relations 
among data-elements aad referred to hierarchial. relational or network 
data aodel to build » database, in which sub-elcaeats are described by 
sequential character strings. In addition, fine stroctare in dala-
elcnents is becoaing important to design a factual database, A mcauing-
Г«1 quantitative datum can be divided into sone consistent sub-elements 
and described on staadardixed fomals. In the case that fine structure 
is discussed, a data element should occupy at atonic level and can not 
be divided without losing their scientific aeanings. The fine structure 
of data elenenls could be considered as pair, group, vector and bierar-
chial nodel as the sane as data elonents have been done. For example, 
the longlilade and latitude on the earth nake pair aodel; average, 
■oxima and ainiaua temperatures for daily weather reports вакс group 
aodel, and values and their errors aake vector aodel. 

The structure of data elenenl is expressed by logical formula, 
which is in a coabination of vector operators and notations. The inter
national standard "ISO 8211 Specification Гог a Data Descriptive File 
for Inforaation Interchange" has advantages for entry of vector data and 
hierarchical data, to localize naues of data elements into the data 
descriptive file, and to aake space efficiently for integration. These 
advantages of technique by the foraula can lead to apply for expression 
of knowledge by technical teres and aay extend for knowledge database. 

2. 3 Formatting structural data 
A quantitative data is consisted of names of entities, attributes 

(measures), parameter г., values and information accompanied. Nben quanti
tative data lias many parameters, hierarchical structure of entered data 
on format incleases its depth. Such aany kinds of data elements and 
their multiple hierarchy cause difficulty to manipulate numerical data 
in database. 

When quantitative data is formatted to files on machine-readable 
media according to ISO 1001, three delimitors, file terminator, field 
terminator and unit terminator, may distinguish data elements for 
sequential recording. The deliaKors, however, are not enough to 
accommodate the structured collection of data elements to the format. 
Quantitative data hava to be designated by logical coordination of 
indicaters to make hierarchical structure from atomic data level to file 
level in order to degrees of abstract concepts of entities. The decimal 
system could be applied for tag arrangement as well as classification of 
information in existing database. 
3. Representation of quantitative data 

In addition to Tine structure of data éléments, representation of 
data elements is also very important to integrate factual data onto 
public files. The guideline involves expression, unification, notifi
cation and handling of data, units and note for numerical information in 
machine readable form. 

As is well known, numerical data elements take forms of repre
sentation for expression, 

1) numerical value, 
2) numerical formula, 
3) graphics, 
4) semi-quanti ta live value. 
He shall discus» how and what these forms organize the data in 

useful way. 
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3.1 Foras and representation of quantitative data 
3. 1. 1 Numerical value 
(1) Sub-element 

A numerical value coasists of a few elements to represent quantita
tive data such basic foras as. 

1) number(s) in figures 
2) «nit 
3) charactor(s) or syabols to restrict the meaning of figurc(s). 

which aay define a ranee of tec valuefe.g. 'less than') or nay provide a 
decree of accuracy of the value, (e.g. 'approxiaate') 

4) accoupaaing information, 
which Rives tolerance of values or conditions or environments. 

(2) Clear expression of sieaifScant fièvres 
To state clearly significant figures are important. Representation 

of significant figures could be often lost during data processing in 
computer, that should be particularly careful for their expressions. 

(3) Ranged data 
Data frequently appear with a range, such as 'the melting point of 

butler is 40-45 "С* and 'the probability of raining from 9 a.m. to 3 p.m. 
today is higher than 80 Z'. lie data can be expressed by either or both 
of the lower and upper i iai line values. 

(4) Addilional information on accuracy and precision 
A numerical value may be described with conditions of its accuracy 

or precision, e.g. 'approximately' (*0 and 'asymptotically equal to'(—). 
It may be expressed more accurately with an error such as '±0.02 cm' 
and ' ±ЗГ. 

(5) Specification and conversion of unit 
Units are given to numerical data as measures and be specified as 

explicitly or implicitly. The International Standard specifies defi
nitions, symbols and conversion factors to uni Is for main quantities in 
physics and chemistry. However, a consistent unit system has difficulty 
to hinder integration and manipulation of data, as follows, 
1) relative values when the standard value cannot be always specified, 

e.g. densities relative to that of Hater al a certain temperature 
(specific gravities) end parameters of an equatioin of state based on a 
standard stale (virial coefficients and Amagal values) 
2) thermodynamic values such a:, mo1er volume and molar heat capacity 

may not be uniquely determined in the cases défini lion of Ihe technical 
formula is ambigous for the substance. 

3) concentrations such as solubilities and mixture compositions, which 
can be expressed with various units based on the combination of masses, 
molar quantities and volumes of solutes and solvents and are hardly 
convertible to each other. 

3. 1. 2 Numerical formula 
For instance, physical property of a substance is described as a 

function of temperature, instead of a group of numerical values at 
various temperatures. 

(1) A numerical formula including sub-elements, 
1) dependent variable, 
2) independent variable(s), 
3) operators, 
4) function symbol(s) (e.g. 'log', 'sin'), 
5) coefficient value(s), 
6) accompaning information. 

(2) Derivation of numerical values from a numerical formula 
At data processing for the numerical formule such as substitution, 

iI has to be considered 
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1) to keep algorithmic feasibility, for this pvrpose it should lake 
restrictive foras peraissible for foraala. 

2) to keep consistency of significant figures faelMcea ia the co
efficient and in the calculated aaaerical vaines froa foranla. 

(3) Additional iaf creation concerninc residaes and applicable ranees 
of foraala 

When naaerical foraala data, theoretical or eapirical. appears ia 
approKiaale expression within a range of the iadepeadent variable(s). it 
should be accompanied with iaforaalion concern inc the applicable ranee 
and the estimated residaes of foraala. 

3. 1. 3 Graphics 
Data are frequently expressed by graphics on a qeadratic (x.y) 

space with essential importance, 
(a) attributes that the variables x and y aean. and 
(b) scales on x and y axes. 
M e n original data given in a graphic form are converted to a set 

of neaerical valves, pairs of (x.y) valves, it depends oa dissolution of 
the graphics. Svch data should be accompanied with the Modifier sveh as 
'read froa graphic*. 

3. 1. 4 Semi-quantitative valves 
Nhen nvaerical vaines be vnavailable ia exact figares or be 

expressed properly in rather rough figures, valves have to be represent
ed as semi-quantitative fora, such as 

(a) 'insoluble', 'slightly soluble' and 'soluble' for solubility of 
substances in a solvent, and 

(b) ' + + \ Ч Л *±' and ' -' for toxicity of substances. 
It is difficult to give a coaaon and objective definition to a 

scai-quantitative expression in aany cases, when exact quantification is 
not possible. Even if it were possible, definition may be different froa 
case to case. For exaaple, the expression 'slightly soluble' has differ
ent meanings between industrial chemistry and enviroanental science. 
Additional coaaenls will be required on the data. 

3. 2 Tentative proposals of nuacrical value representation for data 
sub-elevenIs 

Taking account of the discussions above, tentative representations 
in a aachinc-readable for» are devised. In the record structure of a 
file, it can be easily Manipulated to enter a constitute sub-element of 
the quantitative data into corresponding sub-fields. 

3. 2. 1 Sub-elements for a single point value (data» without range) 
(1) Figure (an integer, a decinal or a der.iaal with exponent) 

For keeping infornation on significant figares correctly in 
processing, sub-elevent мау be described either in a variable digit 
length fora or in a fixed digit length with the number of significant 
figures, for examples, 

(a) 3.14, (b) 00 • • -03.ИО0 • • (X) significant figures - 3, 
(a) - 4.203K05, (b) -4.20300 • - • 0E05 significant figures- 4. 

(2) Unit 
An unit of the corresponding data élèvent can be unified through 

the file, that is, the unit is defined ivplicitly, except that an unit 
should be described in sub-field of each record in a standard vanner, 

(3) Condition on accuracy or precision of figures 
Codes could be defined for conditions, for example, 
'A' : nearly equal ('=•), 
'S' : asymptotically equal (-), 
'0' ; equal in order (~). 

(4) Error information 
Error information could be described by free-form character string 
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tnat warieos expressions may be allowed, swell as *± 0.5 sec* and *± 3 
X*. Additional information such as the envireaent under which the data 

are acquired should be described in another data field than the 
qualitative data field. 

3. 2. 2 Seb-eleeents for a valee with a range 
For this type of datas, the seb-eleaeats arc classified into the 

three seb-eleaenl creeps : 
(a) 'loner Uniting valve' seb-eleacat creep 
(b) 'upper liai line valve* svb-eleaeal creep 
(c) 'wit* seb-eleaent 

Examples of the croepsCa) and (b) illvstrated as 4.5â x S 4.8 
aad either the ereep (a) or (b) as x> 2.8 or x S 7.65. 

(1) Lower-lieiling-value svb-eleaeal crovp 
1) Lower-lieil fie«re 

It coeld be described ia as save as ■fièvre' ia point-data. 
2) Condi lions for the lower-1 ini l Пеегс 

Standardised character cede set cevld be described for condition, 
for exaaple, 

ft : includes the lower-lieit fitère (S ) , 
'GT' : excludes the lower-liait fievre (>) , 
'GO' : aveb greater than the lower-lieil fievre ( » ) . 

(2) Upper-liai line-value seb-elceent creep 
1) Upper-liail figure 
2) Conditions for the upper liait fievrn 

These are described in the save wanner as the above case. 
(3) Uailsvb-eleaenl 

II coeld be coasiderd as the save as 'unit' in point data. 

4. SIST activity 
The Japanese Cover паев t has emphasized to aake efficient flow of 

scientific and technical infernalion. and indicated to standardize data 
arraneeaent. inforaalion technique, publication, preparation of aachine 
readable foras, and control sysleas of technical teres. Ni thin the 
activity, a dozen of standards, naaed "SIST" (Standards for Inforaalion 
of Science and Technology), have been drafted and peblisbed in these 
fifteen years. The SISTs are also aiaed to be compatible with the ISO 
standards. The Japanese language, however, is quite different froa 
European languages on writing systee and word divisions. Therefore, the 
SISTs require additional rules or specific modifications to the ISO 
standards. For example, the ISO 8211 applied for the Guideline is 
revised to Japanese Standard J1S X 0604. The SISTs can be said to be 
guidelines in their nature than standard to keep variety and flexibility 
of information activities. 

The guidline including structure and representation of data 
elements discussed above is under draft by sponsorship of Science and 
Technology Agency of the Government and will bo published as "SIST 11-
1990 Data Assignment on Record 1'oraal for Numerical Information" in this 
year. 

5. Implementation to a database of space experiments 
The experiments of space environment, which is specified by micro-

gravity, high vacuum, high energy cosmic ray, non-attenuated sun light, 
etc, are being projected and prepared also in Japan. In order to support 
the project, a Governmental Corporation finances to build database of 
space experiments. The database will consist of files of project, 
results, equipments, samples, materials, etc. on pre-tests and space 
les Is of the experiments. 

The database would be considered to exchange domestically and 
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iateraatioaaly aaoog related oreaaizatioas aad expected to aake а гдиаюя 
foraal. Al dusiea s lace, two poiats are stressed to aake flexibility of 
data baadliac. 0*e has to «кг ael oaly character striae? hit bit 
slriags for aaaerical data. The other is to iatecrate very aaay data 
eleaeals to a stractaal data system. Fortaaately, projtctiat aad cx-
periaeaUl lecbaiqees are veil oreaaized, aad eeaipaaats aad aaterials 
described aad edited systematically ia the Project. 

The database is prepared by the projected experiaeats. which are 
classified Multiple facets with sabjects. kiad of experiaeats. systea of 
experiauatal techaiaae aad aaterials. Logical records are slraclarud 
with varices kiad of coaplexed data aad are specified ia coabiaalion 
with loeically coordiaated iadicalors. 

The desige will be fiaisbed this year aad follows to tesl-reas to 
deans Ira lu tea tarer, of tho coacepls aad validity of sack faclaal 
database. 
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